Mt Aspiring National Park & Around Queenstown

**GILLESPIE PASS CIRCUIT**
Remote and rugged, with a jetboat finish.

**CASCADE SADDLE**
Heady pass amid a mountain spectacular.

**ROEY ROY TRACK**
Beech forest parts to reveal stunning glacier.

**DIAMOND LAKE & ROCKY MOUNTAIN**
Low peak hole-punched with a gorgeous lake.

**REES-DART TRACK**
Glaciated valleys split by a high saddle.

**ROUTEBURN TRACK**
Mountain magnificence on this alpine crossing.

**GREENSTONE CAPLES TRACK**
Trout-rich rivers and an alpine crossing.

**ROYS PEAK**
Perhaps the most photographed mountain perch in NZ.

**BEN LOMOND**
Queenstown one moment, mountaintop the next.